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Some questions that will keep bot makers 
up at night:
● What are people getting out of my chatbot? Will they 

actually want to use it?
● Will they remember to use it when they need it?
● Will they get annoyed if we remind them to use it when 

they need it?
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But what do we really want to build?

● A bot that know you and looks out for your 
interests.

● A bot that wakes up at just the right time and 
can help you in some way

● A bot that works in a specific domain and 
knows it very well.





Marsbot: An SMS-Based Personality 
for Local Recommendations

Marsbot is a character in your pocket 
that learns your daily habits and 
routines, uses that to build a profile of 
you and texts you local 
recommendations.



Leveraging Existing Technology

Fortunately, we were sitting on 6 years of 
product building and machine learning to 
make this possible with our Foursquare 
recommendation engine.



Personalized Search



Venue Shapes
+ Stop Detection



Sentiment Analysis



Ratings



Timeliness and Seasonality



Back to Marsbot





Example of a push 
recommendations:



Training the bot 
passively



Personalization

You can correct Marsbot 
in the app, but you don’t 
need to!



Personality



Text Directly for Recommendations

Possible Product Direction:
Like having a conversation with a 
friend



Text Directly for Recommendations

Very simple text interpretation 
engine.

Pointing users in the right 
direction.



Give it a try!

iOS available now, Android 
coming soon.

The future of this story is yet 
unwritten...

Questions?

@maxsklar


